Reading List for
APSA Asia Workshop on “Dynamics of Political Institutions in Asia”
June 23-29, 2019 at Universiti Sains Malaysia

Introduction to institutions, institutional analysis, and institutional change (all co-leaders)

1. Representation & Identity (Meredith Weiss)

2. Political Institutions and Legal Regimes (William Hurst)
   b. Hurst, William Ruling Before the Law: the Politics of Legal Regimes in China and Indonesia (Cambridge, 2018); Introduction (pp.1-12) & Chapter 2 (“An Historical Overview”, pp.48-87)
   e. [OPTIONAL]: Hurst, William Ruling Before the Law: the Politics of Legal Regimes in China and Indonesia (Cambridge, 2018); Chapter 1 (pp.13-47).

3. Security (Benny Teh)

4. Political Economy (Soo Yeon Kim)

5. Political Parties and Party Systems (Meredith Weiss)

6. Mobilization & Protest (William Hurst)

7. Regional Institutions (Benny Teh)

8. International Institutions (Soo Yeon Kim)